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From the celebrated author of Rubyfruit  Jungle and Bingo  comes a stirring novel of the Civil War, a tale
of  true love and mistaken identity. Brimming with  colorful characters and vivid settings, High  Hearts is
Rita Mae Brown at her most  ambitious and entertaining.

April 12,  1861. Bright, gutsy and young,Geneva Chatfield  marries Nash Hart in Albemarle County,
Virginia, the  same day Fort Sumter's guns fire the start of the  Civil War. Five days later she loses him as
Nash  joins the Confederate Army. Geneva, who is known  as the best rider since Light Horse Harry
Lee,  cuts her hair, dons a uniform, enlists as "Jimmy  Chatfield," then rides off to be with her  beloved Nash.
But sensitive Nash recoils in horror  from the violence of war, while Geneva is  invigorated by the chase and
the fight. Can she be all the  man her husband isn't? She'll sure as hell try.  But there is a complication, and
his name is Major  "Mars" Vickers. This macho major, to his own  shock and amazement, finds himself
inexplicably  attracted to the young soldier named "Jimmy."  And this is only the beginning of a novel
that  moves with sureness and grace from the ferocity of  battle to the struggle on the homefront, and
brings  passion and sly humor to a story of dawning love.  High Hearts is a penetrating,  delightful and
sweeping tale that gives fresh life to a  fascinating  time
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From reader reviews:

Ellen Jorge:

In this 21st one hundred year, people become competitive in every single way. By being competitive at this
point, people have do something to make these individuals survives, being in the middle of the particular
crowded place and notice by surrounding. One thing that at times many people have underestimated this for
a while is reading. Yeah, by reading a guide your ability to survive increase then having chance to stand up
than other is high. In your case who want to start reading a book, we give you this particular High Hearts
book as basic and daily reading publication. Why, because this book is usually more than just a book.

Joseph Cosgrove:

Here thing why this High Hearts are different and dependable to be yours. First of all studying a book is
good but it really depends in the content of the usb ports which is the content is as scrumptious as food or
not. High Hearts giving you information deeper since different ways, you can find any guide out there but
there is no guide that similar with High Hearts. It gives you thrill studying journey, its open up your personal
eyes about the thing that happened in the world which is perhaps can be happened around you. You can
easily bring everywhere like in playground, café, or even in your way home by train. In case you are having
difficulties in bringing the imprinted book maybe the form of High Hearts in e-book can be your option.

Louise Fulghum:

Hey guys, do you wants to finds a new book to learn? May be the book with the headline High Hearts
suitable to you? Typically the book was written by renowned writer in this era. Often the book untitled High
Heartsis a single of several books in which everyone read now. This kind of book was inspired many men
and women in the world. When you read this publication you will enter the new way of measuring that you
ever know previous to. The author explained their thought in the simple way, thus all of people can easily to
recognise the core of this book. This book will give you a large amount of information about this world now.
To help you see the represented of the world on this book.

Michelle Oquinn:

The reason why? Because this High Hearts is an unordinary book that the inside of the book waiting for you
to snap this but latter it will distress you with the secret the item inside. Reading this book alongside it was
fantastic author who all write the book in such remarkable way makes the content interior easier to
understand, entertaining means but still convey the meaning entirely. So , it is good for you for not hesitating
having this anymore or you going to regret it. This amazing book will give you a lot of benefits than the
other book include such as help improving your skill and your critical thinking method. So , still want to hold
up having that book? If I were you I will go to the reserve store hurriedly.
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